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Your success guide to the next wireless revolution      

The next watershed innovation in wireless technology is here: IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (LANs).       

Recent studies from IDC indicate that the Wi-Fi wireless LAN market will likely account for ninety percent of projected LAN equipment revenues by 2005–a trend that promises to spill over into home wireless networks. Yet this amazing growth has also created confusion: Which version of 802.11 is best for vendors and end-users? What about solutions such as the a/g and a/b combinations of the 802.11 standards?       

In World Wide Wi-Fi: Technological Trends and Business Strategies, Teik-Kheong (TK) Tan and Benny Bing provide a clear, accessible road map of the Wi-Fi wireless LAN market. Unlike most books on wireless local area networks (WLANs), this must-have resource explains both the business and technology of WLANs, and offers ready-to-use tactics and strategies for thriving in this lucrative field. Along the way, you’ll also gain insight into the emerging Wi-Fi standards.      

World Wide Wi-Fi presents:       

	Key technological issues related to the design and deployment of Wi-Fi wireless LANs
	An insider’s look at market dynamics, market segmentation, service provider, enterprise, and chipset strategies
	The interrelationship between the 802.11a, b, and g standards
	And much more


Supported by real statistics and case studies, plus profiles of suppliers, regulators, and other market players, this one-of-a-kind guide helps you create effective market penetration strategies and evaluate vendor-specific features. Ultimately, World Wide Wi-Fi defines the 802.11 market: its rapid expansion, its challenges, and its future. Most of all, it’s your invitation to profit from everything that this red-hot industry has to offer.     

       About the Author
   

Teik-Kheong (TK) Tan is Chair of the Wireless LANs Next Generation Committee of the IEEE 802.11 Standards Working Group. He also chairs the Wireless Interworking Group (a committee supported by IEEE 802.11 WG, ETSI-BRAN and MMAC). He is also the senior product manager for the Wireless LAN Product Line of Philips Semiconductors, San Jose, USA.    

    Benny Bing is a research faculty member with the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology. He is also the author of Wireless Local Area Networks: The New Wireless Revolution.       
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Magnetism and Magnetic Resonance in SolidsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998

	A short introduction to magnetism and magnetic resonance

	

	New applications in the magnetism of matter and magnetic resonance phenomena are major factors in the current technological revolution. The world market for magnetic media and recording equipment is roughly $100 billion a year, and the application of magnetic resonance...
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Flash + After Effects, Second Edition: Add Broadcast Features to Your Flash DesignsFocal Press, 2010

	Flash Designers: push Flash to the next level with After Effects' robust toolset. CS5 delivers more complete integration of these two powerhouse applications-so you can expand your multimedia horizons. Flash + After Effects gives you a working understanding of the AE toolset and professional techniques that raise the design bar for...
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Gnuplot in Action: Understanding Data with GraphsManning Publications, 2009
Statistical data is only as valuable as your ability to analyze, interpret, and present it in a meaningful way. Gnuplot is the most widely used program to plot and visualize data for Unix/Linux systems and it is also popular for Windows and the Mac. It's open-source (as in free!), actively maintained, stable, and mature. It can deal with...
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HTML, XHTML & CSS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	Packed with useful tips, techniques, and code examples


	Build quality Web pages with XHTML and add some pizzazz with CSS


	You don't have to be a master programmer to build great Web pages! This book shows you what HTML is about and how to use XHTML to format great-looking pages. Then...
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The Official VCP5 Certification Guide (VMware Press Certification)VMware Press, 2012

	Trust the bestselling Official Cert Guide series from VMware Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for VCP5 exam success. They are the only VMware authorized self-study books and are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your...
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Beginning Unix (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
The Unix operating system is the basis for some of today's most-used platforms, including Mac OS® X and Linux®. This book covers Unix basics for these as well as the more commonly recognized Sun Solaris and BSD.
First, you will learn Unix terminology, core concepts, methodology, and how to log in...
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